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One of the biggest hair loss treatments out there right now is Wild Growth Hair Oil. This oil is taking over the industry and is

quickly becoming one of the biggest, the most popular and, if Wild Growth Hair Oil reviews are anything to go by, the most

e�ective. In this article we will answer all of your questions about this substance, including:

How Do I Use Wild Growth Hair Oil?
What are the Side E�ects of Wild Growth Hair Oil?
What are the Before and A�er Pictures of Wild Growth Hair Oil?
Where Can I Buy Wild Growth Hair Oil?
Does Wild Growth Hair Oil Work?

Wild Hair Growth Oil
So, just what is this product? Well, there are actually several products that are similar, but they typically come from one

single oil. This is known as “Wild Growth Hair Oil”, but there are similar ones out there that go by names like “Wild Hair

Growth Oil”.
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Use this Keranique link (http://www.shareasale.com/r.cfm?

b=1010236&u=1545798&m=60162&urllink=&a�track=) to save $65 on your order

courtesy of HairGrowthPills.

The genuine product is created by a company named Wild Growth and despite the fact that it has gained quite a big

following, the bottle itself looks fairly amateurish. It is not much to look at and it certainly doesn’t have the appeal or the

styling of a big brand, but the oil inside seems to work and what’s all that really matters.

Wild Growth Hair Oil Ingredients

So, just what does this contain? Well, all Wild Growth Hair Oil ingredients are 100% natural, which is one of its biggest

selling points. As we have already discussed here on Hair Growth Pills (http://www.hairgrowthpills.com/hair-growth-pills/),

sometimes natural is the best. There are many simple vitamins, minerals and supplements out there that can work

wonders for the health of your hair. And judging by the list of Wild Growth Hair Oil ingredients it seems that many of them

are in this product.

Some of the main ingredients have been listed below. If you click the links you will be taken to pages on the HGP website

that discuss these in more detail and show you why they are useful when used on their own. The fact that all of these

e�ective Wild Growth Hair Oil ingredients are brought together in one product essentially makes it a potent supplement

that stands a very good chance of working:

Olive Oil: The health benefits of this oil are greatly understood and mostly relate to consuming it. But it also works
just as well when applied to the skin and the hair. It is even used to clear wax from ears.
Coconut Oil (http://www.hairgrowthpills.com/coconut-oil/): This is a miracle product being used for many
conditions.
Vitamin D (http://www.hairgrowthpills.com/best-vitamins-hair-growth/): This is the sunshine vitamin and it is one
that packs a powerful punch.
Calcium: Not only is this great for strong bones, but it can also help with your hair and skin.

Other Wild Growth Hair Oil ingredients include:

Jojoba Oil
Choline
Magnesium
Inositol
Phosphorus
Iron
Natural Colors and Fragrances*

 

*You will probably be surprised that any fragrances are added, as this is not a pleasant smelling product. But maybe it

smelled even worse before.

How to Use Wild Growth Hair Oil

You only have to use Wild Growth Hair Oil a few times a week and you may start seeing results within just a few weeks.

That’s unusual, as it o�en takes many months and many products require you to use them every single day, and o�en

twice a day.
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There are instructions on the bottle that tell you how to use it. You simply need to apply it to the scalp and then leave it in

overnight before washing it o� in the morning. Many first-time users end up applying far too much oil to their hair and then

create all kinds of mess when they go to bed. So, we would recommend that you apply a very small amount of Wild Growth

Hair Oil to your hair and then work it in steadily. If that doesn’t quite feel like enough then add a little more.

The bottle recommends that you use between 5 and 15 drops. But this is quite a big di�erence and it doesn’t really explain

what to do if you have really short or really long hair, so it’s all down to you to figure it out.

Wild Growth Hair Oil Side Effects
There should be few side e�ects, if any, with Wild Growth Hair Oil. That’s because this is an all natural product. So, unless

you are allergic to any of the ingredients in this product then you should be okay.

Wild Growth Hair Oil side e�ects may include rashes and irritation though. That applies to anything that you add to your

hair or your skin and while it’s something to look out for, the chances of it happening are minimal. If it does, however, then

you should stop using Wild Growth Hair Oil immediately.

Wild Growth Hair Oil Before and After

There are a number of Wild Growth Hair Oil before and a�er pictures out there, but not all of these are genuine and not all

of them are reliable. We have seen many of them ourselves and unless you know the person and can trust them, it’s not

something you should focus too heavily on. Also, you don’t know how long the product was used for, how much was used

or whether they used anything else at the same time.

That’s why Wild Growth Hair Oil reviews should always be checked before you focus on Wild Growth Hair Oil before and

a�er pictures. It takes a little more time to go through a review and it definitely takes more time to read several of them,

but it will give you a legitimate impression of the e�ectiveness of this product.

We have discussed these in a little more detail below.

Wild Growth Hair Oil Review
Our own experience with Wild Growth Hair Oil was quite positive. We asked one of our writers to test this product for two

months, taking it between 2 and 4 times a week and leaving it in overnight. A�er two weeks he did notice that his hair

looked and felt stronger. It also had a little more of a shine to it.

To give you an idea of context, the reviewer was a female with shoulder length hair and alopecia areata, causing thinning

hair and occasional bald patches. She reported that some of those patches had gone a�er several weeks (but that they

come and go anyway) and that her hair seemed better overall. The reviewer was also buoyed on by the claims that Wild

Growth Hair Oil can protect against people who regularly straighten, curl and color their hair, something she does a lot

herself.

This protection seemed to work well for her and a�er remaining on the product for 6 weeks and then coloring her hair, she

felt that her hair was in better condition than it usually was. The positive e�ects were minimal, but they existed and our

reviewer was keen to try more of this product and to keep the treatment going for longer.
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Where to Buy Wild Growth Hair Oil
You can purchase Wild Growth Hair Oil online and you can also find it in many stores, including Walmart. It’s quite cheap,

much more so than medications like Rogaine (http://www.hairgrowthpills.com/minoxidil-for-men/) and Keranique Hair

Regrowth Treatment (http://www.hairgrowthpills.com/keranique/). The fact that is is also natural and has very few side

e�ects makes it even more appealing. So, if you are su�ering from hair loss issues then we would recommend seeking out

a bottle of Wild Growth Hair Oil and giving it a go.
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